
Employees (Superstar2) 

I once spoke of the superstar employee and as you may recall; a superstar employee is your go to 

guy, the one you call on to deliver when the going gets tough. But as much as he or she is useful; 

how much important information about your business must he or she be given access to?  

Running a business is not an easy undertaking and entrepreneurs often offload some of that burden 

onto their superstar employees. And sometimes entrepreneurs even confide with their employees 

letting them in on product formula and strategy design. 

The question becomes; is that such a wise thing to do? I do understand and see the use of 

brainstorming with employees and delegating certain responsibilities; but how much delegation is 

too much delegation?   

First and foremost; you must understand that you are the owner and head of the business. That 

means all key elements of your business begin and end with you; those few aspects of the business 

that make or break your business. Aspects such as deciding on which direction your business must 

take or which type of capital to use to finance projects i.e. debt, investment or retained earnings.  

Then there are client relationships; you cannot allow anyone but yourself to have the relationship 

with key clients. Your employees can be the ones to source and make first contact but when time for 

negotiating and closing the deal comes; you must take over and be their point of contact going 

forward.   

Finally; hiring! The people you employ can make or break your business in such a way that 

entrepreneurs take for granted. As much as a superstar employee can elevate your chances of 

success, so can a dud elevate your chances of failure. In that regard, the responsibility of hiring 

personnel for key positions must fall solely on you and not an HR manager.    

Apart from all that there is always the risk associated with divulging your strategy in detail or giving 

too much responsibility to your superstar employee. Pray and hope he or she does not leave your 

company to join your competitor or worse still; start their own business. Because when they leave; 

they will leave with the blueprint to your business and all your big clients since he or she had the 

relationship with all your big clients. Oh and they might even take some of your top employees since 

you gave him or her so much responsibility that it seemed like they were running the show.  

Even if you had a none-compete in place; most only restrict an employee from competing for a 

specific period of time and only apply in your geographic area. 
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